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In this meeting, we continued the discussion about how this TC can contribute to IEEE SysCon 2016, and
how this TC can contribute to IEEE SYSC newsletter. The details are as follows.


Shiyan and Logan have received positive feedbacks about their proposed tutorials to IEEE
SysCon 2016. Remzi will submit the panel proposal to the conference. TC meeting will be located
after 4pm during the conference. The exact date will be determined later through discussion
with the conference organizers. In that TC meeting, some slides will be shown to publicize this
TC including scope, mission, memberships, achieved activities and ongoing activities. This
publicly available TC meeting is a good outreach activity and new TC members should be sought
as well.



Roger will help set up contact with IEEE Transportation Standards committee and we will discuss
with them to see how this TC can participate in this joint activity.



The submission deadline for IEEE SYSC newsletter is November 27. Shiyan will start a thread
including some bullets for the general announcement of the TC (e.g., its scope, mission and
contact information). Other TC members will keep adding new items to this list. For example,
the confirmed IEEE SysCon activities from this TC should be included there. The compiled list will
be submitted to the newsletter by the deadline.



Roger has shared the TC his experience with policy development teams. He wishes to create a
product as follows. Advises IEEE/USA with policy recommendations associated with security,
safety, and privacy concerns in today’s electronics and produce succinct documentation to alert
engineers to potential future issues in subject concerns.



The next meeting will be on December 10. Interested non-TC members are welcome to contact
the TC chair Shiyan Hu at shiyanhu@stanford.edu about how to participate in this meeting.

